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WW
R E C I P E S  E X P E R I E N C E
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WW - Recipes Experience

How can we inspire our members by providing an 
ecosystem in which they can create, discover, and share 
recipes throughout their ww journey and beyond? 

R O L E :  A D V I S O R  +  R E V I E W E R  +  A P P R O V E R

Crew Goal

New Members don’t know what and how to eat.

The Problem

The Process
Problem  
Definition

User 
Research

Design  
Refinement

Design  
Delivery

Design 
Exploration
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Problem 
Definition
Advise on Problem + HMWs  
Provide Templates + Frameworks  
Ensure alignment with Product + Design Strategy  
Encouraged the team to engage with Data Science team 
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User 
Research
Enable research  
Ensure XR was brought in early  
Support XR + PD in methodology

AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY

HMW we create a
passive browsing

experience

Q4 2018

Q3 2018

2019

User Journey

Main Objectives

HMW facilitate
cooking from outside

sources

COMMUNITY RECIPES JOURNEY MAP & PRIORITIZATION

HMW surface recipes
that cater to her

needs

HMW allow members
to narrow down

recipes based on
specific criteria

HMW create a
feedback system for

recipe content

HMW delight
members once

they've found the
perfect recipe

HMW facilitate
saving recipes for

later

HMW meet members
where they are based

on their shopping
habits

HMW encourage
tracking of shared

recipes

HMW encourage
sharing recipes

within WW

HMW encourage
sharing recipes
outside of WW

HMW lower barrier of
recipe creation

HMW help members
calculate SP and

portions of non-ww
recipes

Project Goal

Support members by providing an ecosystem in which they can create, discover, save, and
share recipes throughout their WW journey and beyond.

- Recipe Builder Reimagine
- Browse V3
- Saving / Bookmarking

COMMUNITY
RECIPES

Criteria

Photos CONNEC
T

Sharing
recipes

from
connect

Tracking
recipes

from
connect

Posting
recipes to
connect

PRS

More
catored
content

cooking
based on

what she has
at home

grocery
shops to
complete

recipe Saving
recipes

from
connect

BROWSE

Sharing /
Saving

Discoverabilit
y of saving

User to
User

Outside
WW

to
Connect

Within
WW

RB /
Import

Posting /
Sharing

Access
to source

Simplicity

Portion
adjustmen

t

Points
gaging

via link

CONTENT

Shopping
habits

Recipes with
more

longevity-
meal prep

friendly

Recipes
without
obscure

ingredients

Less
complex
recipes

Recipes
with less

ingredients

Dependencies Mind Map

Craving

Ratings /
Reviews

within
Browse

shops
without a

plan

shops with
prepared

list

batch
cooks

Shopping
Habits

Main Objective

- PRS in surfaced recipes
- V1 PRS Collection
- Sharing

Main Objective

- Community Recipes
Platform

Program Recommendations Team

Product Manager
Alex Willruth

Engineering Lead
Beno Matthew

Product Designer
Gabriela Hernandez

Visual Designer
Shirley Morales

Project Advisor
Kaycee Collins

Proposed Timeline

SP Value

Passively
browses recipes

BROWSE SEARCH

Scrolls connect
and instagram for

recipes

Rarely cooks
recipes she saves

from browsing

Searches for
connect user

profile for their
recipe content

SELECT

Selects based on
image of recipes

Wants to make
use of

ingredients at
home, but

doesn't find
relevant recipes

Reads reviews
and comments

Considers difficulty
of recipes and how
many ingredients it

has

SAVE

Doesn't know
how to save
recipe within

the app

Bookmarks
images on
instagram

Takes
screenshots

COOK

Grocery
shops to
complete

ingredient list

Batch cooks

Grocery
shops

without a
plan

Doesn't find recipes
in "Browse Recipes"

useful - too many
ingredients and

steps

Feels accomplished
when finds perfect

recipe

Selects based on
points value

Grocery
Shops with

prepared list

Goes to
recipe source

to cook it

TRACK

Tracks from
search bar
after eating

recipe

Saves as
meal rather
than recipe

Tracks item
by item on

food log

Quick-ads
points

Uses recipe
recipe builder

and then
tracks

SHARE

Shares via
connect if

loves recipe

Texts or
emails link

from source

Sends
screenshot
via text or
messanger

Searches based on
a specific craving

or "heavy" v "light"

Selects based on
longevity

Uses recipe
recipe builder
to adjust SP
and portions

Finds RB
difficult to use

Uses RB only if
will re-cook

recipe

Selects based
on flavor

profile/expected
flavor

Saves link to
external

document or
resource

Prints recipe
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Design 
Exploration
Facilitated + supported two design critiques  
Supported narrowing options through critique

WE'LL MEASURE:

Project Goal

Support members by providing an ecosystem in which they can create,
discover, save, and share recipes throughout their WW journey and beyond.

Background

DESIGN CRITIQUE - Recipe Importer

The objective

HMW help members calculate SP and portions of non-ww recipes
HMW facilitate cooking from outside sources
HMW lower barrier of recipe creation

Members often search for recipes online while on the WW program. HMW
make it simple for them to find out the points to these recipes, while
gradually adding them to our database?

Scenario

Jennifer is excited to cook a
healthy recipe she found
online.

Jennifer is excited to cook a
recipe she found on
allrecipes.com. It has great
reviews and the photos
look delicious, but she is
concerned about how many
Smart Points the recipe
contains.

She opens her WW app and
feels relieved when WW
gives her exactly how many
points the recipe contains.
15 Smart Points- that was
easy!

Then she feels
disappointed when she
realizes it’s too high in
points for her. WW suggests
alternative ingredients and
portions to the recipe she
entered. Jennifer loves that
she can eat what she is
craving, while staying on
plan!

Jennifer goes with one of
the ingredient alternatives
that WW suggests and
cooks it for her family on
Sunday. She feels
accomplished in having
found a recipe her children
love and is eager to share
it. She shares the recipe
with her Connect followers.

Feedback: URL Matching Flow

@ALL: How do you feel about the entry point
and wording? Helper subtitle text?

What happens to Created by you?

@ENG: Will these recipes be searchable by
name eventually?

@ALL: WW Verified results? Skip this step if:
- We already know these details from the html
OR
-Prefill the information that we can

Skip this step if:
- We already know these details from the html

@ALL: Feedback on CTA to complete ?

� @ALL: Floating button VS other pattern to
indicate going to Webpage of original recipe.

Indicator to expand instructions?

@ALL: Is it clear that Sweet Yellow Onion needs
more information?

Should we have the option to add additional
ingredients in this flow? Could that lead to
inaccurate listings and overpersonalization?

Feedback not needed on what happens when
you tap it or the swapping/editing flows.

It almost feels like
recipe finder

should be under
"my recipes".. also,

copy feels like
search

Feels like this should
be in more of a

tracking flow, since
the main use case is

to track the food
(assumption)?

As a member, I might not
understand the difference
between recipe finder and

search.

HMW incorporate this into 'My
Recipes' and/or into the search
experience... A member goes to
search, doesn't find what they

needs, and then is prompted to
add it.

Created by
Dan C.

Unsure how
Recipe Finder

differs from search
bar. How does this
entry point differ?

I know the copy isn't
final, but I think this is
bigger than a Recipe
Finder, I think this is

more of an opportunity
to Add/Build recipes,

and less about finding
them

Have you considered
spinning it as Recipe

Contributor? Playing into
the role people have

creating them and giving
them some sort of status as

a contributor. For Ex.
Created by Dan C.

right now, we’re optimizing
for our database, rather
than the member's task
(tracking)… should the

member be able to track
without it being perfect

and then we figure out the
rest?What if a suer wants to track a

URL-based recipe, but
doesn't want to share/save it

with all of WW? As in, they
might share w all of WW after
they decide it's good or not
for points, but are importing
to track, mainly or to save on

their page

Love the
conversational

language

It feels a little
confusing to see
recipe finder and

my recipes in
between

collections.

instead of making all the fields
mandatory and not allow them
to customize, can we instead
let them customize and figure

out how we get it into the
database separately? (like
maybe the onus is on us to

track whether they add
separate ingredients and

remove them before adding to
DB)

From a copy
perspective... HMW

differentiate this from
the previous step?

Maybe it's literally says
"Add a link" versus

'select the source". '

If an ingredient(s) is
added (deviating it from

the original recipe),
what happens to the
recipe? Is it no longer

attributed to that
URL/source?

I think we have to give the ability to
add additional recipes to keep
users from moving on without

recipes if they are left out of the
recipe - also think maybe we ask if
they have made any tweaks to the

recipe and then find a way to
display this is a personalized
version of a recipe from TBD

source

We know that people
mindlessly tap through

experiences... HMW use a
design pattern here that
indicated that adding a
recipe is different flow

versus just the next step?

Plus 1 to
conversational

language,
feels friendly.

Floating button
might be too much
of a primary action,
when the primary
action feels like it
might actually be

tracking?

have you considered having
buttons of popular websites
once they tap on the web

populated to show where its
from. ex. pinterest, all

recipes, food network, tasty
- could help you guys?

Should all
categories stay on
same screen? Not

sure about the
copy "select the

source".

perhaps we ask here if
they have made any

changes/additions to the
recipe? if we are quoting
sources we have to be

extra clear is where
recipes came from and if
they have changed at all

Love how
clear this is

Question: How similar
would these search

results typically be? If too
similar like these, HMW
help members choose?

Differentiation? But maybe
it's not an issue.

What about
overeall

time?

Whats a serving?
When talking about
servings have we

considered saying how
many it serves - so 6

servings of 1 cup each

we will have to
include a link to the
original recipe in the
web version to keep

us from getting
dinged for

duplicate/stealing
content in SEO

Should they be verified or
all potential options? Could
we let members know that
the differences are if there

are differences in the
recipes? Or hide the

duplicated recipes if all
ingredients are exactly the

same?

Do we want ppl to upload
images outside the Post to

Connect Flow? (feels
advantageous to do that)

Maybe we can have a CTA
to upload an image at the

end of this scroll?

Can they click
next without

entering content
above?

Can we give members
the option to also

search for individual
food items? (Especially
for members whoa re
building this from their

own recipe?

ingredients feels
like part of the
details can we

combine this with
previous details

screen?

not a fan of the floating
button, i like the idea of

allowing the ingredients to
be seen on this page if a
user wants to view them,
why take them out of the
flow if they want to see
what they are signing

themselves up for when
shopping

Should the button
be greyed out here

before we allow
members to move
to the next step?

Maybe more of
a state change
to show onion
isn't added yet

Should all
recipes you

create for be
available for

crowdsourcing
?

Edge case - someone
wants to check to see

if recipe exists in
database before

looking for
URL/cokbook recipe?

No to additional ingredients
if the intention is to get

accurate data of a recipe on
the web - once created as a

WW recipe or member
contributed recipe you could

allow them to customize it

This page
lacks the
ability to
track...

Way for ppl to know in
advance that they'll
need the URL? What
happens if they click
out of app to go and

copy URL? Where will
they be in flow when

the return?

I'm not convinced that
the members primary

need is to view the
instructions - that feels
more like something in

the action bar. Feels
too prominent

Think we should test
the backend tool with

the most obscure
recipe blogs... thats

probably going to be
the hardest one to

solve.

is 2 servings
total? or is it 2
servings for 4

SP? or 4 sp per
serving?

where did Kim's
Cravings come

from? Is that from
one of the recipes
that appeared or
something else?

CTA "Complete"
is clear/

appropriate in
this context

I think you should be
able to add

ingredients. Might be
a barrier to creating
recipes if it's not an

option.,

Floating button
feels like it's in
the way, a little

confusing.

HMW use language (in
the right place) to let
members know the
VALUE of adding all
fields? "add these

optional fields to help
other members track this

recipe"

Distinguish
between
Serving +

Serving Size

Looking for Feedback on:

Edge cases, what can go wrong?
Am I missing any information?

Can we auto-tag if it's published?

Where should optional information be asked?
Does the order of the screens seem correct?

Not yet accounted for:

Edge Cases:
One recipe with more than one URL?
2 different recipes with same URL?

I made it myself:
Will these be shared amongst all members?
What happens if they add a food they created?

Publishing recipes I already have in My Foods

Can Yummly identify a  link from original source if they
recipe is in their database?

Example: member pasts link from original blog rather
than yummly url

Alternatives:
Members can serach by recipe name / source

if portion not matched then we autmatically add the
most common portion in relation to servings

if portion is not listed then use default portion

WE'LL MEASURE:

Project Goal

Support members by providing an ecosystem in which they can create,
discover, save, and share recipes throughout their WW journey and beyond.

WE WON'T CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING AREAS YET:

Discoverability of
favoriting

Saving Sharing

The objective

HMW help members calculate SP and portions of non-ww recipes
HMW facilitate cooking from outside sources
HMW lower barrier of recipe creation

Background

DESIGN CRITIQUE - Recipe Importer

Scenario

Jennifer is excited to cook a
healthy recipe she found
online.

Jennifer is excited to cook a
recipe she found on
allrecipes.com. It has great
reviews and the photos
look delicious, but she is
concerned about how many
Smart Points the recipe
contains.

She opens her WW app and
feels relieved when WW
gives her exactly how many
points the recipe contains.
15 Smart Points- that was
easy!

Then she feels
disappointed when she
realizes it’s too high in
points for her. WW suggests
alternative ingredients and
portions to the recipe she
entered. Jennifer loves that
she can eat what she is
craving, while staying on
plan!

Jennifer goes with one of
the ingredient alternatives
that WW suggests and
cooks it for her family on
Sunday. She feels
accomplished in having
found a recipe her children
love and is eager to share
it. She shares the recipe
with her Connect followers.

Feedback

Synthesis

Decisions:

Open questions:

Next steps:

....

Looking for feedback on:

Edge Cases Constraints
How effectively the
design solves the

problem

Creating a recipe
from scratch

Have you considered a
"share to WW" button? Like

"share on FB? Potential
partnerships with big recipe

sites like All Recipes?

Where might
Recipe

instructions or
steps (link to

it?) live?

HYC prompts or
questions to ask the
member once you've
imported a recipe for
items that dont have
servings attached?

Ability for them to add
servings.

Any
attribution
for source?

How does FB
solve this? you
can share imgs
 from articles to

FB?

Have we
considered
Prep time /
cook time /
total time?

How could
we include a

level of
difficulty?

Healthy
food

indicators?

How are we going to
know the difference

between regions
when importing?

Metric vs US?

Have you thought
about what the

screen would look
like in between

creating and
importing?

Have you thought
about what would
happen if we just

had a carrot
expanding the

ingredient?

BM: What about
taking a screen
snapshot and
using tech to
read the text?

is this automatically scaled to match
quantity, or is it the default serving in

our DB? If the latter, have yo
considered the effect on the user if
you default is much larger than the
actual requires amount--might look

like really higher points

MA: Does Jenn know
what URL means?

Maybe "site" is more
familiar word?

Have you
considered what
the flow would be
like if you tapped

on one of the
radio buttons?

MA: Hint text is cool! Maybe
to make it stronger, you could

just say "Paste ingredients"
since we assume she copied
them from somewhere else

How would a
member

know you can
tap to see
details?

BM: Would this
create a confusion

with the search
results view of WW
recipes or member

recipes?

have you considered if
there are no results. E.g.
it requires coriander but
we only have cilantro in
our DB, or it simply does

not appear

Have we
considered what
happens when
we don't have
the ingredient?

MA: Does she know why
Avocado got greyed out?
Maybe highlight the next
task, like "Recipe didn't

include serving size, choose
one"

BM: Is there a
possibility of

nudging
towards a ww
recipe in the
results view?

Have you
considered

alternative entry
points for

scalability?

CT: Opportunity
to make it more
clear that you

copy + Paste URL
Into Search

Have we considered
what it looks like if

you create the recipe
without wanting to

add the missing
ingredient?

have we considered
precompuing, cacvhing
and vaidating as many
recipes as possible so

user needs top do as little
as possible (I get this

could incur high API cost)

Have you
considered adding
another ingredient
or swapping one

out from this
screen?

CT: HYC a way
to do a quick

update of
portion size

from this
screen?

Have you
considered

pre-populating the
search field with
the last URL in
their clipboard?

How do you
add an

ingredient?

MA: Once the recipe is
already imported by

another user, does she
have to import it again?
or can she just track it?

HYC a way for users
to add their own

ingredient(s) to see
how that would

affect the recipe?

HYC, how to
edit servings

for the items in
the recipe

individually?

Have we
considered

including "related
results" if there are

no matches

MA: This is a
really nice

"dashboard"
!!!

have you
considered how
user would know

that we only
support certain

sites?

BM: Establishing the relationship for
alternatives could be quite a lift for

the foods ops team

Details:
The relationships here  could be

solved with tagging. It will need to
be manually done. Wht is the cost
versus the value to the user. We

can solve for this well, but its a lot
of engineering work - which is fine,

but what is the cost benefit.

HMW help
members

understand how
much is in a
serving of
avocado?

Have we considered
member images or if a
member can edit the

image later?

MA: What does the
nutritional

information
include? Is it

necessary here?
doe this help her

decide?

HYC showing
SP count per

serving?

have you
considered

showing where
this recipe is from
(site and/or url) to
avoid confusion

HYC adding
almost like a

form pattern to
enter recipe

details

HYC a way to
switch out

brand/ingredients
directly from here

HYC showing
lower point but
similar recipes

here?

Have we
considered what
happens when
we don't have
the ingredient?

Two use cases:
1. we don't have it
and 2. if there are

different names for
ingredients that we
haven't captured in

the DB

Ideas: related
results based on
higher-level tags,

search box / link to
database,

auto-correct

What happens
once you select
one of these and
are you able to

expand to see the
detail screen?

not clear that this is
crowdsourced

Not super clear to
me that this is

going outside the
app - maybe a diff

pattern than a
button?

Love that
this is the

default
(bulk add)

Not SUPER
clear that you
can tap in to
search for

alternatives

Is there any way
you can edit the
servings on the

previous page in a
"lighter touch"

way?

Whats the #1
thing I might

want to do on
this page?

Is this search
alternatives for

the text you
entered??

Throws me off a little
that this is all the way
down here... used to

it being just under the
photo. Might be good

for consistency.
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Design  
Delivery
Ensure quality  
Celebrate with team  
Design Feedback + Critique  
Ensure collaboration with partners  
Ensure HMWs and Use Cases are covered
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Next  
Steps
Conduct Research on Recipe importer  
Partial Rollout of share + save features  
Review + Iterate based on data + Analytics


